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DEK, ASM’s Printing Solutions Division (asm-smt.com), is 
the market-leading provider of SMT printing technologies.

CyberOptics Corporation (cyberoptics.com) provides SPI, 
AOI, and CMM for SMT and semiconductor markets

Despatch Industries (despatch.com) has specialized in 
thermal processing for over 100 years and manufactures 
batch and continuous process ovens.

Excelta Corporation (excelta.com) is an internationally 
known supplier and manufacturer of Precision Hand 
Tools as well as Custom Hand Tools for all types of 
industries.

Great Lakes Engineering (greatlakeseng.com) is a 
trend-setting manufacturer of surface mount stencils, 
precision laser cut parts, photo chemical machined and 
electroformed stencils, and parts.

Hakko (hakkousa.com) produces superior quality 
soldering and desoldering tools, hot air rework stations, 
smoke and fume extraction systems, and a wide 
assortment of accessories and related equipment for the 
electronics industry.  

Henkel’s (henkel-adhesives.com/electronics) leading 
brands of Emerson & Cuming, Hysol, Loctite, 
Technomelt, and Multicore have long been recognized 
as the product brands to trust for printed circuit board 
assembly applications.

KIC (kicthermal.com) offers an entire generation of smart 
profiling technologies for reflow ovens, curing ovens, and 
wave solder machines.

ASM’s SMT Placement Division (asm-smt.com), 
provides SMT Placement Systems, production 
optimization software, and process expertise 

LPMS USA (lpms-usa.com) is the world’s largest Low 
Pressure Molding Solutions provider

Nathan Trotter (nathantrotter.com) Established in 1789, 
Nathan Trotter produces high quality bar solder and solid 
wire for electronics assembly and industrial applications

Kolb Cleaning Technology (kolb-ct.com) is a leading 
solutions supplier in the development of cleaning systems 
for the electronics manufacturing industry

From crimping a terminal onto a wire or pressing a 
connector onto a board, TE Application Tooling equipment 
and services are designed to maximize production uptime, 
extend tooling life and minimize manufacturing waste.

MicroCare (microcare.com) is the industry leader in fast, 
efficient, safe and cost-effective cleaning of PCBs during 
rework and repair on the SMT assembly line. 

(komaxusa.com) With quality and efficiency requirements 
becoming ever tougher and component miniaturization 
ever more common, the industry is being pushed into 
automating an increasing number of processes. Komax 
offers a comprehensive range of wire processing machines 
to meet the demands of modern wire processing. 

Pillarhouse (pillarhouse.co.uk) combines engineering 
experience, software development and future thinking 
to provide cost effective and reliable selective soldering 
machines and equipment.

SCS (StaticControl.com) is an industry leader when it 
comes to ESD protection.

Protektive Pak (protektivepak.com) offers ESD solutions for 
material handling and packaging.

Rico Products (rico-inc.com) specializes in the 
distribution of thermal interface materials.

Telsonic takes an innovative path to new solutions in 
Ultrasonic Metal Welding and splicing. 

mta automation inc. (mtaautomation.com) provides a 
complete line of various automated soldering, dispensing, 
and assembly technologies covering a wide range of 
applications.


